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In order to achieve the mobility 
transformation, the expansion of the charging 
network needs to proceed equally in large 
cities as well as in smaller municipalities. The 
active city Herrieden in the Middle Franconia 
region is leading the way and is making it 
possible for town hall employees and building 
yard employees to charge their eCars. The 
project is a prime example of the excellent 
cooperation between various stakeholders. 
The city of Herrieden has benefited from 
the close partnership between the regional 
energy supplier N-ERGIE and the eMobility 
expert reev during the stages of planning, 
implementation, and operation.  

Numbers, dates, facts  
Charging points for Herrieden
  
Two charging stations with four charging 
points and a wall charging station at the 
building yard were set up on the private 
parking lot of the Herrieden town hall.
These are accessible to a defined group of 
authorised employees of the city of Herrieden. 
A pool vehicle and two eCars are currently 
charged by employees on site. The city 
chose the reev Dashboard Pro to operate the 
charging infrastructure. 

 About the city Herrieden 
 
The active city with its 7,700 inhabitants 
looks back on a long town history with a rich 
cultural heritage dating back to 1230. The 
cityscape is shaped by historical buildings. 
However in Herrieden, tradition meets 
modernity: this is because the city relies on 
eMobility from renewable electricity and thus 
positions itself as innovative and sustainable. 

Motivation and reasoning 
Paving the way for cleaner 
mobility

Increasingly, the mayor of Herriden received 
citizens’ requests for a town-wide expansion 
of eMobility. It began with the purchase of the 
first municipal eCars. At the same time, the 
planned acquisition also raised the question 
of charging options. This gave rise to the idea 
of investing in an own charging infrastructure.
The regional electricity supplier N-ERGIE, 
which has been working closely with the 
municipality for a long time, referred to reev, 
as eMobility experts for intelligent charging 
solutions.

Employees of the city of Herrieden 
charge electrically — an investment in 
green mobility 
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3
electric vehicles 

in total

1
pool vehicle

4
charging 

points in total

2
private electric 

vehicles

https://reev.com/bundle/?utm_source=reev&utm_medium=Case_Study_Herrieden&utm_campaign=reev_Case_Study_Herrieden&utm_content=Link_Bundle


Application 
Close cooperation between all 
parties involved 

After the network request was made 
at N-ERGIE, the project was officially 
approved, and the charging infrastructure 
was coordinated with reev; thus, the project 
could be implemented. Uncertainties that 
still existed at the beginning were quickly 
eliminated thanks to the excellent cooperation 
and close communication between all those 
involved. The project only took four months to 
plan. Since it is a semi-public charging station, 
billing management was a crucial factor. 
The reev Dashboard Pro, which specialises 
in automatic billing, was the ideal choice for 
Herrieden. 

The charging costs and consumption are 
automatically documented with the intelligent 
software from reev and invoiced for a fee 
in a legally secure manner. Thanks to the 
high level of automation, all processes 
run in the background. This minimises 
the effort for the city of Herriden, as the 
operator of the charging infrastructure. 
The project is characterised by legal 
peculiarities, as Herrieden is a municipality 
and is therefore not allowed to work for 
profit. The city employees’ access to the 
charging infrastructure also had to be 
determined. The reev support team provided 
comprehensive advice and clarified which 
individual requirements were necessary for 
the charging solution. During individual one-
on-one sessions, they explained how all 
steps could be easily implemented in order to 
create a user-friendly solution that meets all 

requirements. 

Operation 
Self-explanatory and clear system

After calculating the investment costs, the civil 
engineering work began and the new power 
lines were put into place at the parking lot. 
The connection and supply of the charging 
stations with green electricity was carried out 
by N-ERGIE. The electrification of the parking 
lot was subject to scheduling challenges: 
Implementation had to be completed between 
November to December 2020. Despite the 
tight schedule, the project was completed on 
time and the in-house electricians were able 
to install the charging solution without any 
problems.
The set-up of the reev Dashboard went 
smoothly; on the one hand due to the detailed 
information provided by reev and, on the other 
hand, thanks to the excellent support from 
the reev team. They could easily be contacted 
during the set-up stage and inspired trust 
with their efficient and solution-oriented 
advice. 
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„After activating the reev dash-
board online, everything went very 
quickly: the first car was charging 
within half a day.“

Pierre Hammer
Project Manager



The project manager for the city of Herrieden 
was able to register as an operator directly 
after activating the reev dashboard online. 
Then the users were registered and the 
charging offers were created.
A central requirement of the operating system 
was that it be so self-explanatory that anyone 
could use it, without any prior training. The 

reev dashboard is straightforward, clear 
to use, and operators are supported by 
competent support members at all times. 
Therefore, it fully meets these requirements. 
 

 reev charging solu-
tions: easy and ef-

fortless 

• Support in choosing the right solu-
tion 

• Simple installation 
• User-friendly handling of the oper-

ator portal 
• Automation of the processes 

through intelligent software 
• Comprehensive and competent 

support for ongoing operations 
• Scalable and flexible 

„We were enthusiastic about the 
reev support and the operator train-
ing: We didn’t need any lengthy ex-
planations, the employees were in-
stantly clued-up, and they gave us 
quick and competent remote sup-
port“ 

Pierre Hammer
Project Manager 
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Outlook 
Further expansion planned 

The charging infrastructure in Herrieden 
is working according to plan and further 
expansion of eMobility is already in the works. 
The prerequisite for this is the approval of 
the staff council and clarification of all legal 
questions. The installation of a photovoltaic 
system with a storage system for the charging 
stations is under discussion for the building 
yard. The enthusiasm for eMobility already 
extends beyond the city limits: Neighbouring 
municipalities have also expressed interest in 
intrest in eMobility solutions and have asked 
for references. The city of Herrieden clearly 
recommends their own solution: the reev 
Dashboard Pro. 

About reev
reev’s flexible products and
services for every application
make it easy to get started with
eMobility.

reev is an expert in smart, networked
charging solutions. The Munich-based
company has set itself the goal of giving
everyone the opportunity to shape the
future of eMobility and actively contribute to 
the mobility transformation. Therefore, reev 
has developed a simple,transparent and fully 
automated charging platform for managing 
and controlling charging infrastructure for 
electric cars. The user-friendly software 
solution can be individually customised and 
is thus suitable for every application. The 
software is available as a Bundle, as a Full 
Service or as a stand-alone solution.
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